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January 2007 Meeting. Milan, Italy

During the T4CM collaboration meeting held in Milan, Italy, the 
design team held a meeting to discuss the strategy for the 
construction of the first two cryomodules to be built at Fermilab 
as well as future plans for the development of the T4CM.

Specific attention was placed on the cavity, helium vessel 
design, and the helium gas return pipe for the second 
cryomodule. Due to cavity orders that are already placed, 
helium vessels and bladetuners that already exist, and a new 
bladetuner design being prototyped, a plan to minimize the 
workload and to bring each institution into equal agreement was 
necessary. 

doc # *828181 was created located in Desy EDMS System.
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January 2007 Meeting. Milan, Italy
Work plan for 2007

INFN (LASA, Milan), ITALY:
Provide FNAL with 1.3GHz helium vessel bladetuners (old and new) 

Work on new helium vessel design for the T4CM cavities.

short style cavity with a standard end-group configuration

cavity not modified

more simplified, low cost vessel with a much improved load path.

Work on a new cavity end-group / helium vessel design for future ILC 
cavities.

INFN (Pisa), ITALY:
Flow induced vibration study with FNAL.
Cavity-to-cavity interconnect re-design for lower force and reduced 
cost.
Bi-metallic transition study (titanium to stainless). Share notes between 
DESY, CERN, INFN, FNAL, and Russian scientists.
Drafting details of all components for a possible European cryomodule 
construction.
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January 2007 Meeting. Milan, Italy
Work plane for 2007

KEK, JAPAN:
Continue research and testing on internal magnetic shielding.

FNAL, USA:
Design and procure new cavity-to-cavity bellows for cryomodule #2.
Modify the TTF III+ cryomodule 3-D model to reflect all of the changes 
in cryomodule #2 and place this model in the ILC EDMS.
Design and procure external magnetic shielding for  cavities.
Americanize the INFN helium vessel w/ bladetuner design and 
fabricate for cryomodule #2. 
Provide a “baseline” T4CM design 3-D model for team review by mid-
March ’07.
Horizontal test 1.3 GHz cavities w/ bladetuners.
Design Quad magnet/steering magnet package and implement into 
T4CM.
Design BPM and integrate into the magnet package.
Design conductively cooled magnetic leads for magnet package and
design vessel interface. 
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T4CM Design Status. FNAL

Two cryomodules will be designed:

9 cavities w/o magnet

8 cavities w/ magnet package. 

The first focus will be to design the 8 cavity 
cryomodule with a dummy magnet since the 
design of a functioning quad magnet 
package is still far from a reality. 

The deadline for completing a drawing 
package for the first cryomodule has been 
set by Fermilab to be October 1, 2007. 
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T4CM Design. The Master Spreadsheet

Hyperlinked 
to a detailed 

PDF 
drawing

Values 
which can 

be modified

Shrinkage 
Calculations
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T4CM Design. Managing the 
CAD Assembly with Excel &
I-DEAS
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T4CM Design. Master Coordinate 
System

The ILC cryomodule Master C.S.

Master Origin:0,0,0

DS&US MC Positions 
(cold and Warm)

DS&US Cold Mass 
Supports

DS&US Vessel 
Pick Up Points

DS&US Vessel 
Supports
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T4CM Design. Master Coordinate 
System continued
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T4CM Design. Master Coordinate 
System continued

T4CM Piping location
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T4CM PIPING DIMENSIONS
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T4CM Design. “Key” Parts built with 
the Master C.S.

Master C.S.

Additional features 
continue to be addedThe completed part with a

Master C.S. BORN
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T4CM Design. CRYOMODULE 
WITH 9 CAVITIES
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T4CM Design. CRYOMODULE WITH 
QUAD 
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Conclusion

Continue to develop the cryomodule details

Continue with R&D efforts on:
Seals

Flanges

Vibrations

Magnetic shielding

Put more effort onto the quad magnet package 
development

Resolve the current EDMS data issues

Finalize plans to meet again in July at FNAL.


